Photodegraded nifedipine promotes transferrin-independent gallium uptake by cultured tumor cells.
It was reported previously that normal soft tissues accumulate 67Ga by a transferrin-dependent route, but uptake by tumors can be transferrin independent. It was also reported that, although overexpression of the transferrin receptor can promote Ga avidity, the transferrin-independent uptake of 67Ga is significant and can be augmented to exceed transferrin-mediated levels by increasing extracellular calcium. In assessing the effect of calcium channel blockers on uptake of 67Ga, it was observed that, after exposure to light (either visible or ultraviolet [UV]), nifedipine strongly potentiates the cellular uptake of 67Ga by a transferrin-independent process. The effect of nifedipine on 67Ga uptake as a function of time, concentration, duration and type of preexposure to light was determined in two cultured Chinese hamster ovary cell lines. One cell line lacks the transferrin receptor. In the other, the human transferrin receptor has been restored by transfection and is overexpressed constitutively. Although there are some differences in pattern of stimulation of uptake, nifedipine subjected to either UV or fluorescent light strongly promotes the uptake of 67Ga in the cultured cells in a time-dependent and concentration-dependent manner. Maximal uptake of 67Ga occurs when the cells are incubated for 30 min with 25 micromol/L nifedipine preexposed to either 4h of fluorescent or 1h of UV light. Under these conditions, uptake of 67Ga is 1000-fold greater than basal levels and 50-fold greater than can be achieved by the transferrin-dependent route. Light-shielded nifedipine has no effect on 67Ga uptake. The effect of photodegraded nifedipine on the uptake of 67Ga is independent of expression of the transferrin receptor. The potential for photodegraded nifedipine to improve oncologic imaging with 67Ga warrants further investigation.